
NOW TAKING BOOKINGS FOR THIS WINTER AND 
SPRING 2024

Snowbound in Grandma’s little house on top of the mountain, 
fun-loving Oskar goes out in the snow to find a friendly animal to 
play with. But the puppy is chased by a hungry fox and has a lucky 
escape when he falls down a deep hole and lands on top of a young 
hibernating marmot. Marmot forgives Oskar, and using her amazing 
whistling and digging skills, alerts Grandma to where they are and 
digs a tunnel to escape the fox. Oskar has so much fun with his 
new-found friend that he wants to play more but must wait until 
spring for Marmot to finish her long winter’s sleep. 

“The energy and enthusiasm of the performer was 
staggering! She played many different parts with 
great results. The set was simple but effective with the 
changing seasons and the songs were catchy and fun.”  
Julie Sharp, Primary Times ★★★★★

“Outstanding and memorable.” 
Get Your Coats On (was Edinburgh 49) ★★★★★

“A hidden gem.”  
Sunday Mail ★★★★

CREATIVE TEAM
Performer  ............................................................. Natasha Granger 
Written & Directed ...................................................  Colin Granger
Lyrics & Music  ............................................  Magdalena Portmann  

and Natasha Granger 
Design & Puppets  ....................................................  Marina Kobler

WORKSHOP
An optional 40 minute arts and craft workshop with creative activities 
and games inspired by the theme of hibernation is available after the 
show and also for schools - EYFS, KS1 and KS2.

SHOW INFO
Age recommendation: 2 to 7
Performance Area: 4m wide x 4.5m deep
Get in: 1 hour  
Capacity: Maximum 200
Running Time: 50 minutes with playtime

PRODUCTION STYLE
Using a rich mix of storytelling, physical theatre, clowning, puppetry, and 
music & song this award-winning play tells the story of a puppy’s search for 
friendship in the wilderness of the Alps.

Winner Primary Times Children’s Choice award 
★★★★★

FIDERI FIDERA 
We are an artist-led Anglo-Swiss children’s theatre company 
dedicated to creating new and original work. For us, theatre needs 
to be accessible, entertaining and above all a shared experience with 
audiences. Our first three plays: Pitschi, the Kitten with Dreams, Oskar’s 
Amazing Adventures, Ugg ‘n’ Ogg and the World’s First Dogg have had 
over 250 performances in the UK at venues such as The Lowry, MAC, 
Arc Stockton, The Boo, Lighthouse Poole, Dukes Lancaster, Dundee 
Rep, Warwick Arts Centre, Lyric Hammersmith, Jackson’s Lane, and the 
Half Moon. To reach as wide an audience as possible we make sure our 
plays work just as well in a village hall as in a large theatre and we have 
toured with eleven Rural Touring Schemes including Applause, Spot on, 
and Arts Reach.

VIDEO/PHOTOS 
See the Oskar page on our website for video trailer, reviews, photos.

ENQUIRIES & BOOKINGS 
Please contact: Colin Granger 

Email: colin.theatrefideri@gmail.com Mobile: 07971 025551
Fideri Fidera in association with Komedia Productions registered charity 1045924
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